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A Word from the New Chair:

Contributors

Foster Neville
TheJollowing people have contributed to this edition: -

Ken Bartlett, Richard Bradley, Fred Eager,

Kate
Gladston'e, Kathy Lacy, Thomas Laudy, Stephen Lyttelton,

Foster Neville, nickthenibs, John Smith, Ludwig Tan &
William Woan
Christmas Square by John Smith

Everyone writes. Millions of us do it every day, even if it's
just a shopping list or a telephone message that weVe

taken down in a hurry. How many people actually enjoy
writing or are good at it is a different matter entirely. And
yet almost everybody could write well if they wished, and
most people are able to recognise and appreciate good
handwriting when they see it - a faculty undiminished it
seems by the growing pre-eminence of the computer being
used for even the most personal of communicaticns.

I

/lavo a l(onderfu[
Cfrrt**rLs
Un?rofperous

r./
lgw yea,r'

.,i.kthe.ibs

There is a basic human need to communicate, as there is
a basic human need to eat. Like the gap between what we
cook for ourselves at home and what we eat when we're
out at a good restaurant, fine handwriting can seem
beyond the reach of most of us. We content ourselves, as
in our cooking, with satisfying the basic need and rarely
seek more. Occasionally, when having a dinner party for
example, we may follow a recipe in a book and be a little
more adventurous. Similarly, a card on a special occasion
may be penned in a more careful hand than usual,
perhaps even in imitation of some calligraphic model
chanced at in a book.

The approaches to teaching good handwriting are as
varied as those applied to good cooking (what a shame
I,en Deighton of The lpcress File fame, didn't pen an
Action Handtuiting Book as well as an Action Cookbook.
One thing handwriting hasn't been seen as - except in the
occasional novel - is sexy). There are books which present
@ The SocietyJor ltalic Handwriting 2008
Copyright is held by the SIH with the rights assigned to the originol authors.
The views ond opinions expressed are those oJ tha authors ond not necessorils, oJ thc SIH
Front cover designed by nickthenibs
'[he
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handwriting as an art, a craft, a skill, and sometimes even
a science. As with cooking it is really a combination of all
of these things, with more than a little imagination
thrown in.

Just as exotic ingredients (heavy on carbon footprints,
though food miles are only part of the story) and high
prices do not necessarily produce a better meal than one
prepared using cheaper produce purchased from your
local supermarket, the best fountain pens, inks and paper
cannot,.regrettably, guarantee a good hand. It is the skill
- or the art, or craft, or whatever you want to call it - of
handwriting that must be acquired. And that can be done
very cheaply indeed and at home. You do not need to be a
professional cook to follow a recipe, and you do not need
to be a professional calligrapher to be able to write well.
Handwriting is a domestic art. By following the basic
principles laid out in the handwriting manuals of Alfred
Fairbank, Tom Gourdie, or our own Nancy Winters, you
could in a relatively short space of time acquire an
everyday Italic hand using whatever materials were
available to you.

In today's climate of economic uncertainty many
newspapers and magazines, knowing money-saving ideas

will attract readers, are publishing articles harking back
to the thrifty nineteen-fifties. Perhaps it was just post war
austerity Britain, but looking through writing manuals
published during that era there's a real sense of a

different culture, one where people expected to make their
own entertainment, rather than being entertained by
others (or by a machine), and were quite capable of
making things for themselves. There seem to be almost as
many card shops springing up as there are coffee shops
now. In restaurants even 'specials' boards are computer
generated (though the font used is invariably one that
mimics cursive handwriting, to try to retain, I suppose,
some suggestion of spontaneity and the daily freshness of
the choices).
Can it just be a question of time? We are always being
told the pace of life is quicker today, though it seems
there is always time to watch TV if not to attend a concert
or visit an art gallery. A quick glance around the surfers
in an internet cafe shows that surprisingly few have taken

William Woan

the trouble to learn to touch type. Can it really be quicker
for them to type with two fingers than it is to write? I
wonder too if sales of the Thermos flask are down?
--3
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When we were children the world was our classroom,
everything seemed new. Unless our tastes, for art, food or
indeed anything worthwhile, are to be limited to how to
hold a crayon we have to continue to explore; newer, more
sophisticated tastes have to be acquired. In terms of Italic
handwriting this expanding of experience comes with the
comparison and careful study of hands both historic and
contemporary, and iearning the subtleties of Italic letter
forms as they appear under the pressures of speed. The
whole point of the Society, itself formed in the grey 'fifties,
is to show the delights that learning Italic can hold for
everyone, whatever age.

I remember a visit made with Ludwig Tan to see the late
Tom Gourdie at his home in Kirkcaldy one Christmas. On
the mantelpiece was the Christmas card he had sent to
his wife every year. It was the same card, every year. I
think he added a new message until the card was full and
then bought another and started again. Of course that's
easiest if you both live in the same house. And you save a
stamp too. Jokes about the thriftiness of Scots aside, it's
the independent thinking that is to be admired so. What
made every line of Tom's writing stand out - apart from all
the good ingredients of a good model, superb knowledge
and mastery over equipment - was his love of what he
was doing. A love of every letter, in every word he wrote.
And he never stopped exploring.

Notes from nickthenibs
WEssrrE

This is still being developed and taking longer than
expected so please bear with us!

SquenEs
I would like to publicly thank John Smith and Bill Woan for
designing Christmas squares for this issue. I have decided
to include both of them: John's on the cover and Bill's
inside. I have squares for the 2009 issues. Thank you.Anne
Liebenrood, Ken Bartlett and John Smith for your
contributions! Keep the squares coming in, please.... For
2010! When submitting, please make sure that your
artwork is in black ink on white paper otherwise it will not
reproduce successfully. The square should measure no
larger than 3Yz inches by 3% inches.

Now, here's something I didn't bargainJoi-: the calligraphy papatazd! Every time I
produced someJlowishes or aJaiily coPious amount oJ writing, cameras and camera
phones werc wh;pped

CHnrsrmRS CARDS & SqunnEs
Many thanks to Kathy Lacy and John Smith for sending me
some of their self-designed Christmas cards. Some did not
reproduce because they were in colour or on coloured paper
but I much appreciate your time and trouble all the same. I
have included two of my own designs. The one in the
centre pages was done in 1995.

out. Ah, the wonders oJ modern

technologsr.
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NExr Issur
Issue 36 will be published in March so let me have all
material by 15 February 2OO9, please. Remember that you
can send contributions via post or emaii.

I could write this well aJter a mere two hours' practice! Sontewhat steeP Pen
angle aside, trainec teachcr Ryan Choo's writing was hard tofault: I thought his x - a
letter I myselJhave problems with - was, in particular, beautrfully controlled.
IJ only

25

It was especially gratifying for me to observe our next
generation of teachers taking such a keen interest in
Western calligraphy. But quite whether this will translate
into a tropical Italic revival remains to be seen!
,€

Left:

Two happy participants. Nght: I demonstrated using two markers banded
together. By chance I discovered that having guidelines projected onto the marker board
allowed me to write and erase repeatedly without worrying about the lines disappeafing.

Local Groups News
SIH WEST SUSSEX
Chairman: David Tregear, 36 Henty Garderrs, Chichester,
West Sussex P019 3DL. Tel: O1243-53223t email:
tregeardavirl@hotmail. com
Secretary: Sandra Stansfield, 53, Ranelagh Crescent,
Ascot, Berks. SLS BLQ. 01344 8883962
Treasurer: Jane Gribbon, 34 Worcester Road, Chichester,
West Sussex PO19 8AP. Tel: 01242-788861

SIH HAMPSHIRE
Chairman: Rod Hoyle, i6 Mill Lane, Romsey SOSl 8EU.
Tel: O1794-515677
Secretary: Reg Nutting, Aldwin Cottage, 7 Patrick's Copse
Road, Liss, Hants. GU33 7EN. Tel: 01730-300779 D-mail:
aldwinjr@ntlworld. com

Treasurer: Diana Holdsworth, 2 Western Road, West End.
Southampton SO30 3EL. Tel: 02380-326852

SIH SOMERSET
Organiser: Rod Dixon, Moorsedge, Chedzoy, Bridgwater,
Somerset. TA7 SRB. Tel: oI278-451647.
No recent news received about the sroups.

For some, bcing able to produce their ov,n

ltalic writing was a revelation. IJntil my
got too large, at the end oJevery semester, as a pdrtinB g1ft, t used to give all
my students bookmarks with their names written in ltaljc or Copperplate.
classes

Wilfrid Blunt Revisited:

smack in the middle of a particularly hectic semester, I had
time only to prepare a short handout (two alphabets and a
guide sheet) and the skimpiest of lesson plans.

Ken Bartlett
The mention of Wilfrid Blunt in Foster Neville's article in

Witing Matters Issue 34 sent me scurrying to

my

bookshelves to unearth the two volumes of Blunt's
autobiography. The second volume, titled Slor.r., on the
Feather, chronicles his time at Eton College as the "Drawing
Master". It was while he was at Eton that he wrote his book
Suteet Roman Hand among other articles and books. By all
accounts, the writing of Suteet Roman Hand was prompted
by demands made . upon Blunt to improve the boys'
handwriting. As he points out, humorously, it was a
fruitless and thankless task and as he writes "In the end I
grew rather bored with italic: not with the script itself, but
with the preciosity of some of its exponents. The mere
mention of the word "Biro" was known to make them
shudder,n Bad writing", they were always saying," is bad
manners'; but bad English and worse spelling did not seem
to trouble them."

One

-

gf two

sample alphabets

- a mish-mash

oJ Gour,lie and other injucnccs

written with the same Kuretake marker we usedfor the +vorkshop.

Naturally I was worried how the workshop would turn out,
but I needn't have feared: with 20 enthusiastic participants,
progress was swift, and the workshop was a huge success.

He then continues with a very interesting point -"I felt that

a hand should be based on italic, but that if it did not
develop into something swift, spontaneous and personal
was valueless." He makes a further point to do with the

teaching of handwriting, which, no doubt, will be cause for
more debate in the climate of disdain, or otherwise, for the
computer and text messaging "Sometimes colleagues sent
me boys with appalling handwriting and a request that I
give them remedial treatment. Illegibility can be a result of
bad initial instruction, of a lack of interest or awareness, or
of sheer idleness...."
As the text progresses Blunt becomes more scathing, even
cynical about calligraphy in general - "Calligraphy", he

states, "like flower arranging, playing the recorder, as
craftwork of various kinds - provides harmless, therapeutic
pleasure for many not over-talented adults and "senior

ll/ith

some oJ my students,

all Engl;sh majors (graduatinB as teachers in June

2009) and budding calligraphers. (l am in thc middle.)

An Italic Workshop in Singapore
Ludwig Tan

It has been 22 long years since I discovered Italic
handwriting and calligraphy, but only very recently did I
actually teach my first calligraphy class.
At the National Institute of Education in Singapore, where I
work as an assistant professor in the English Language and
Literature department, it was the third Learning Festival on
August 28, 2OO8. This annual event is a splendid idea:
lessons are cancelled for most of the day, and staff and
students alike are encouraged to lead and attend workshops
as diverse as Balloon Sculpting, Beginner's Conversational
German and Marvellous Muffin Madness. My contribution
was a 2Vz-howr workshop in Beginner's Western Calligraphy.

Students (trainee teachers) and
covering acres

oJ

stalf oJ the National lnstitute oJ Education

paper with ltalic call;graphy.

W}ry calligraphy rather than handwriting? Simply because it
is the easier to teach in a short space of time
hence also
- instead of
my decision to use Kuretake Calligraphy Markers
temperamental fountain pens. As the Learning Festival was

John Smith

citizens" with time on their hands and an urge for self
expression. However, if you have not acquired an italic
hand by the age of fifteen it will rarely become a script
suitable for everyday use.'' I think the latter statement was
an admission of his own self confessed inadequacies when
it came to handwriting per se.

In spite of his cynicism and eventual boredom with

the
italic hand Blunt, to his own surprise, was elected a vice
president of the SIH and during the 195Os was known for
his lectures at County Hall in London and for several BBC
television broadcasts. It is also interesting to note one
George Lyttelton, father of our late President, supported
Blunt in his efforts in the drawing schools of Eton.
Having reread much of what was written by Wilfrid Blunt, I
have to confess I had to pause and ask myself a very
pointed question. I am a senior citizen and I accept I am not

over talented but why do I spend so much time witn
calligraphy? Is it for self- expression? That is better done
through painting and drawing from my own personal point
of view. Amateur dramatics offers many opportunities for
self - expression but in my brief excursion into this field, I
discovered myself through being somebody else, which was
a very sobering experience. Clearly a graphologist would
have a field day with any analysis of my handwriting
especially when I would have to reveal I am left - handed
but was made to change to my right hand at the age of five.
This probably explains why many people give me curious
looks at times. I still cannot give an adequate answer to my
own question as to why I ,still pursue the art of calligraphy.
I fall victim to the "could you just do syndrome" so often
mainly because I heve forgotten how to say and spell the
word NO, or rather like the character in Tlrc Vicar of Dibley
no, no, no, no, no - become yes.

Let's just say I enjoy the challenge of being able to
something as well as I can because sometimes it gives so

much pleasure to other people.
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A New Vice President:
Foster Neville
The Chhirman and Executive Committee are delighted to
announce the appointment of Graham Last as a Vice
President of the Societv.
A left hander, Graham was chairman from May 1996 until
May of this year. No other chairman has served for such a
continuous length of time in the Society's 56-year history.
In'those twelve years he oversaw many significant projects
for the Society, including the Good Handutriting Initiatiue
in 1997; the fiftieth anniversary book, Dance of the Pen
(2OO2) and the ambitious, yet highly successful,
International Dimensions of Honduriting in 1998, which
took place at the Commonwealth Institute in Kensington.

During his tenure as Chairman, Graham realised that the
Society had to change with the times and it was his vision
that has lead to the creation of the Society's website as
the only effective way of attracting new members.

We are all hugely indebted to Graham for his skilled
management of the Society, the time he has given and the
considerable contribution he has made to the SIH over
the past 12 years, especially so during such a difficult
period in the Society's history.
He also possesses a very attractive Italic hand!

freer, more rapid hand. From the third set of papers
(speed), we can judge whether this handwriting is of
practical value to the individual in the sense of getting his
ideas on paper within the least amount of time artd so that
he can read his notes.
Any improvement in an individual's handwriting must come
about in the following steps: a) awareness of a problem and
desire to correct it; b) learning the new movements by slow,
conscious, painstaking work to train the hand out of old
habits into new ones; c) building the new habits into the
hand by careful and patient speeding up of the slow, careful
new movements; d) unconscious mastery of the new habit when the hand does the new movements without conscious
effo: t on the writer's part.
several illustrations of the above points:
1. Thc beginning of this article is in my slow, "set cursive" model hand - what I would like to aim for in all my
writing... but which demands of speed make impossible. If
there are mistakes here they will be exaggerated and will
cause problems in my rapid hand (Fig 1).
f{s1r.r zrre

2. Further into this article, my comfortable regular writing
is illustrated. If there are spots which are illegible or hard
to read trere, they are points of which I should be a little
conscious when writing a letter, until the habit is changed'
Or perhaps I need to build new habits in this particular
formation (Fig 2).
3. First draft of this article in pencil shows my speedy
scribbly jotting hand and, although it's ltalic, includes
reversions to habits built before learning Italic, some 13
years ago. These reversions of adults are the main reason
Italic should be taught to young children (Fig 3)

My fast hand is not my ideal of a good italic hand, but it is
far more legible than my slow, careful commercial cursive.
Fred Eager
From Journd 57 Winter 1968
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Sign of the Tines:
Your Correspondence
Huruputs Boor
My father was hoping to produce a book around
collection

the
of handwriting that he inherited from his father
and built on himself. Unfortunately, he did not get near
to
completing this. I
however, been proaicinj ana
-1"r,.,
editing a book of all of my fatherb autobiographicil
anecdotal written work that includes e*ampies of and
his
handwriting. We also have a chapter called "Delivered
By
Hand", which was to be the .ra-" of the book that
concentrates on calligraphy.
Stephen Lyttehon, London

Editor's i{ofe; Stephen has recently joined the Society,
carrying on the family tradition! I have included in this
issue the invitation to the launch of the book that took
place at Foyle's in London. published by JR goots,
ii is
priced at S18.99 and available in all good book
shops, as
they say.

HRNn FoNrs
fhan-k you very much for putting the hand fonts in Issue
34 of Writing Matters. I appreciate that very much
and
trust it will be an encouragement to others.

I hope I have not created. a wrong impression in my as I
mention that this work is stressfur
is not the writin"s that
is stressful! (although it can be!) -it
_ b"t th" drgrGi";E
plrgi:" and carefur job done by David Kettlewell ..ra ioii.r,"
felt his stress in trying to get these fonts together.

He has some articles on font making at his site if ever you
want to have a look at them at www.new-rennaisance.net.

fluency and free grace."

Richard Bradley, Gosport, Hants., England

On page 23 of Writing Matters Issue 34,

I

note the article
Hand Fonfs by Richard Bradley, mentioning the
handwriting fonts that he and David Kettlewell have made.
Where can one buy -- or at least look at -- these enticing
fonts? It occurs to me that you should ask Messrs. Bradley
and Kettlewell whether they could arrange to have these
handwriting fonts sold through the SIH web-site. Internet
users very often buy interesting fonts for their computers -with handwriting fonts and calligraphy fonts perennially

popular

so selling Italic handwriting fonts (by

Bradley/Kettlewell, by Jarman, by Briem, and by the other
members who have made Italic handwriting fonts or who
might do so if gently encouraged) could bring the SIH
increased income along with increased public notice as
people became aware that they could go there to buy
marvellous Italic handwriting/ calligraphy fonts.

On another matter, I learn from your always-delightful
Fortg Years Ago section that in 1968 the SIH released a
"USA issue" of the Journal. (Thanks for the still-relevant
reprint of the article by Paul Standard!) Will you consider it
pardonable in a USA citizen to ask whether the time might
have come again for a USA issue? After all, over these past
5 or 10 years the USA has seen a notable resurgence of
interest in Italic handwriting, much of it because of the
efforts of USA members of the SIH: e.g., Barbara Getty and
Inga Dubay. (I think I have documented for you some of
that resurgence of interest.) Better yet -- rather than ask for
another USA issue, why not ask whether the SIH could
dedicate a series of issues to each nation found among its
address-rolls. As I recall, we have among our numbers not
only people in the UK and the USA, but also people in
Canada, France, Germany, India, the Netherlands,
Singapore, and doubtless more places that I have forgotten.

l2

In the italic hand there is a possibility of writing slowly and

with great precision in letter formation to gain a most
excellent set script or of writing quickly with rhythmical

The problem in comparing two styles of handwriting is to
keep enough control factors at the same level and to
compare the handwriting as it is used for different
[purposes. To compare two styles of handwriting in the
same school is not likely to yield as conclusive results
(because of unmanageable factors) as a comparison
between two schools who are noted for their handwriting
instruction respectively in Italic and in commercial cursive,
or whatever the ordinary handwriting is called; schools of
comparative size, in which the handwriting instruction
takes an equally important part; and schools which pride
themselves in their handwriting. I would like to see such a
comparison; for this study could be a very excellent one ln
selling italic handwriting to schools, or to a nation as a
whole.

To carry out such a study, before students in either school
know there is to be a comparison, we should have a set of
papers from the entire student body of each school, a set of
papers for an ordinary homervork assignment; secondly, a
paper from each student which shows his very best, ideal
handwriting; thirdly, each school could have a week to
practice speed, and all the students in each school could be
given an identical speed test.

I believe that, in any fair criticism of even an individual's
handwriting, at least three samples are necessary: ordinary
writing, very best writing and fastest writing. The first set
of paperp will illustrate the ordinary handwriting, from
which we can determine its legibility, and therefore success
as a personal means of communication. From the second
set of papers, we can determine if the subject knows the
basic rules he has been taught, or should have been taught,
in his style of handwriting. Here is the place where
corrections can be made which will ultimately influence his

To fill such a series of "SIH Around the World" issues,
Writing Matters could announce each such issue in
advance: asking members resident in the designated
country to send something in, and also asking other
members to send in anything of relevance to Italic
handwriting in that country. (For example, a UK member
seeing a USA issue announced might have visited the USA
or might have lived there for a while, and could therefore
talk
about
his/her
observations
regarding
USA
handwriting, his/her friendships and correspondence with
USA users of Italic, or could simply write out some
quotation about handwriting from a USA author.)

Kau G/adslOne, A/bony, New York, USA
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fill such a series of "SIH Around the World" issues,
Witing Matters could announce each such issue in

Forty Years Ago

To

ON JuDGIilc AND CoMpARrNc HancowRrtrtc

I believe it is difficult to judge handwriting - either a
collection of adult, teachers' or pupils'hands - unless more
than one sample from each subject is supplied and unless
certain factors are specified. For in one collection of
handwriting you will have samples of slow, carefull5'
thought-out writing - perhaps after a number of practice
sheets - and next to it you will have a note dashed off in a
hurry because the subject feels that quick writing is what

handwriting is what handwriting is all about and he
wouldn't want to stultify his hand by disciplining it with

advance: asking members resident in the designated
country to send something in, and also asking other
members to send in anything of relevance to Italic
handwriting in that country. (For example, a UK member

seeing a USA issue announced might have visited the USA
or might have lived there for a while, and could therefore
talk about his/her observations regarding USA
handwriting, his/her friendships and correspondence with
USA users of Italic, or could simply write out some

quotation about handwriting from a USA author.)
Kate Gladstone, Albany, New York, USA

more tedious and time consuming efforts.

Mr Fairbank says it best in his A Handuiting Manual, in
the essay on 'Freedom and Control' on page 24 of the sixth
edition:

"Legibility is secured only by self-discipline and control.
The cursive hand of the adult hand should be one acquired
by years of continuous skilful experience and good habits
extending back to childhood....Every mature writer
reconciles his freedom and control and decides, if
subconsciously, on each occasion, as pen touches paper,
how much discipline is to be coupled with how much
freedom. More discipline, perhaps, in addressing an
envelope, less in the drafting of a letter not to be seen, by a
second person. The child at a junior school will use much
discipline. The adolescent will write with as much speed as
he can muster when taking notes and so often in the
scramble he must sacrifice clarity and grace. At this stage,
periods of careful practice can offset the effects of urgency
and dash, and they may be used for the making of

manuscript books,
illustration.

with or without decoration

and
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He has some articles on font making at his site if ever you
want to have a look at them at www.new-rennaisance.net.

fluency and free grace."

Richard Bradley, Gosport, Hants., England

On page 23 of Writing Matters Issue 34,

I

note the article
Hand Fonfs by Richard Bradley, mentioning the
handwriting fonts that he and David Kettlewell have made.
Where can one buy -- or at least look at -- these enticing
fonts? It occurs to me that you should ask Messrs. Bradley
and Kettlewell whether they could arrange to have these
handwriting fonts sold through the SIH web-site. Internet
users very often buy interesting fonts for their computers -with handwriting fonts and calligraphy fonts perennially

popular

so selling Italic handwriting fonts (by

Bradley/Kettlewell, by Jarman, by Briem, and by the other
members who have made Italic handwriting fonts or who
might do so if gently encouraged) could bring the SIH
increased income along with increased public notice as
people became aware that they could go there to buy
marvellous Italic handwriting/ calligraphy fonts.

On another matter, I learn from your always-delightful
Fortg Years Ago section that in 1968 the SIH released a
"USA issue" of the Journal. (Thanks for the still-relevant
reprint of the article by Paul Standard!) Will you consider it
pardonable in a USA citizen to ask whether the time might
have come again for a USA issue? After all, over these past
5 or 10 years the USA has seen a notable resurgence of
interest in Italic handwriting, much of it because of the
efforts of USA members of the SIH: e.g., Barbara Getty and
Inga Dubay. (I think I have documented for you some of
that resurgence of interest.) Better yet -- rather than ask for
another USA issue, why not ask whether the SIH could
dedicate a series of issues to each nation found among its
address-rolls. As I recall, we have among our numbers not
only people in the UK and the USA, but also people in
Canada, France, Germany, India, the Netherlands,
Singapore, and doubtless more places that I have forgotten.
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In the italic hand there is a possibility of writing slowly and

with great precision in letter formation to gain a most
excellent set script or of writing quickly with rhythmical

The problem in comparing two styles of handwriting is to
keep enough control factors at the same level and to
compare the handwriting as it is used for different
[purposes. To compare two styles of handwriting in the
same school is not likely to yield as conclusive results
(because of unmanageable factors) as a comparison
between two schools who are noted for their handwriting
instruction respectively in Italic and in commercial cursive,
or whatever the ordinary handwriting is called; schools of
comparative size, in which the handwriting instruction
takes an equally important part; and schools which pride
themselves in their handwriting. I would like to see such a
comparison; for this study could be a very excellent one ln
selling italic handwriting to schools, or to a nation as a
whole.

To carry out such a study, before students in either school
know there is to be a comparison, we should have a set of
papers from the entire student body of each school, a set of
papers for an ordinary homervork assignment; secondly, a
paper from each student which shows his very best, ideal
handwriting; thirdly, each school could have a week to
practice speed, and all the students in each school could be
given an identical speed test.

I believe that, in any fair criticism of even an individual's
handwriting, at least three samples are necessary: ordinary
writing, very best writing and fastest writing. The first set
of paperp will illustrate the ordinary handwriting, from
which we can determine its legibility, and therefore success
as a personal means of communication. From the second
set of papers, we can determine if the subject knows the
basic rules he has been taught, or should have been taught,
in his style of handwriting. Here is the place where
corrections can be made which will ultimately influence his
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Sign of the Tines:
Your Correspondence
Huruputs Boor
My father was hoping to produce a book around
collection

the
of handwriting that he inherited from his father
and built on himself. Unfortunately, he did not get near
to
completing this. I
however, been proaicinj ana
-1"r,.,
editing a book of all of my fatherb autobiographicil
anecdotal written work that includes e*ampies of and
his
handwriting. We also have a chapter called "Delivered
By
Hand", which was to be the .ra-" of the book that
concentrates on calligraphy.
Stephen Lyttehon, London

Editor's i{ofe; Stephen has recently joined the Society,
carrying on the family tradition! I have included in this
issue the invitation to the launch of the book that took
place at Foyle's in London. published by JR goots,
ii is
priced at S18.99 and available in all good book
shops, as
they say.

HRNn FoNrs
fhan-k you very much for putting the hand fonts in Issue
34 of Writing Matters. I appreciate that very much
and
trust it will be an encouragement to others.

I hope I have not created. a wrong impression in my as I
mention that this work is stressfur
is not the writin"s that
is stressful! (although it can be!) -it
_ b"t th" drgrGi";E
plrgi:" and carefur job done by David Kettlewell ..ra ioii.r,"
felt his stress in trying to get these fonts together.

A New Vice President:
Foster Neville
The Chhirman and Executive Committee are delighted to
announce the appointment of Graham Last as a Vice
President of the Societv.
A left hander, Graham was chairman from May 1996 until
May of this year. No other chairman has served for such a
continuous length of time in the Society's 56-year history.
In'those twelve years he oversaw many significant projects
for the Society, including the Good Handutriting Initiatiue
in 1997; the fiftieth anniversary book, Dance of the Pen
(2OO2) and the ambitious, yet highly successful,
International Dimensions of Honduriting in 1998, which
took place at the Commonwealth Institute in Kensington.

During his tenure as Chairman, Graham realised that the
Society had to change with the times and it was his vision
that has lead to the creation of the Society's website as
the only effective way of attracting new members.

We are all hugely indebted to Graham for his skilled
management of the Society, the time he has given and the
considerable contribution he has made to the SIH over
the past 12 years, especially so during such a difficult
period in the Society's history.
He also possesses a very attractive Italic hand!

freer, more rapid hand. From the third set of papers
(speed), we can judge whether this handwriting is of
practical value to the individual in the sense of getting his
ideas on paper within the least amount of time artd so that
he can read his notes.
Any improvement in an individual's handwriting must come
about in the following steps: a) awareness of a problem and
desire to correct it; b) learning the new movements by slow,
conscious, painstaking work to train the hand out of old
habits into new ones; c) building the new habits into the
hand by careful and patient speeding up of the slow, careful
new movements; d) unconscious mastery of the new habit when the hand does the new movements without conscious
effo: t on the writer's part.
several illustrations of the above points:
1. Thc beginning of this article is in my slow, "set cursive" model hand - what I would like to aim for in all my
writing... but which demands of speed make impossible. If
there are mistakes here they will be exaggerated and will
cause problems in my rapid hand (Fig 1).
f{s1r.r zrre

2. Further into this article, my comfortable regular writing
is illustrated. If there are spots which are illegible or hard
to read trere, they are points of which I should be a little
conscious when writing a letter, until the habit is changed'
Or perhaps I need to build new habits in this particular
formation (Fig 2).
3. First draft of this article in pencil shows my speedy
scribbly jotting hand and, although it's ltalic, includes
reversions to habits built before learning Italic, some 13
years ago. These reversions of adults are the main reason
Italic should be taught to young children (Fig 3)

My fast hand is not my ideal of a good italic hand, but it is
far more legible than my slow, careful commercial cursive.
Fred Eager
From Journd 57 Winter 1968
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citizens" with time on their hands and an urge for self
expression. However, if you have not acquired an italic
hand by the age of fifteen it will rarely become a script
suitable for everyday use.'' I think the latter statement was
an admission of his own self confessed inadequacies when
it came to handwriting per se.

In spite of his cynicism and eventual boredom with

the
italic hand Blunt, to his own surprise, was elected a vice
president of the SIH and during the 195Os was known for
his lectures at County Hall in London and for several BBC
television broadcasts. It is also interesting to note one
George Lyttelton, father of our late President, supported
Blunt in his efforts in the drawing schools of Eton.
Having reread much of what was written by Wilfrid Blunt, I
have to confess I had to pause and ask myself a very
pointed question. I am a senior citizen and I accept I am not

over talented but why do I spend so much time witn
calligraphy? Is it for self- expression? That is better done
through painting and drawing from my own personal point
of view. Amateur dramatics offers many opportunities for
self - expression but in my brief excursion into this field, I
discovered myself through being somebody else, which was
a very sobering experience. Clearly a graphologist would
have a field day with any analysis of my handwriting
especially when I would have to reveal I am left - handed
but was made to change to my right hand at the age of five.
This probably explains why many people give me curious
looks at times. I still cannot give an adequate answer to my
own question as to why I ,still pursue the art of calligraphy.
I fall victim to the "could you just do syndrome" so often
mainly because I heve forgotten how to say and spell the
word NO, or rather like the character in Tlrc Vicar of Dibley
no, no, no, no, no - become yes.

Let's just say I enjoy the challenge of being able to
something as well as I can because sometimes it gives so

much pleasure to other people.
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Thomas Laud,r,

An Italic Workshop in Singapore
Ludwig Tan

It has been 22 long years since I discovered Italic
handwriting and calligraphy, but only very recently did I
actually teach my first calligraphy class.
At the National Institute of Education in Singapore, where I
work as an assistant professor in the English Language and
Literature department, it was the third Learning Festival on
August 28, 2OO8. This annual event is a splendid idea:
lessons are cancelled for most of the day, and staff and
students alike are encouraged to lead and attend workshops
as diverse as Balloon Sculpting, Beginner's Conversational
German and Marvellous Muffin Madness. My contribution
was a 2Vz-howr workshop in Beginner's Western Calligraphy.

Students (trainee teachers) and
covering acres

oJ

stalf oJ the National lnstitute oJ Education

paper with ltalic call;graphy.

W}ry calligraphy rather than handwriting? Simply because it
is the easier to teach in a short space of time
hence also
- instead of
my decision to use Kuretake Calligraphy Markers
temperamental fountain pens. As the Learning Festival was

John Smith

Wilfrid Blunt Revisited:

smack in the middle of a particularly hectic semester, I had
time only to prepare a short handout (two alphabets and a
guide sheet) and the skimpiest of lesson plans.

Ken Bartlett
The mention of Wilfrid Blunt in Foster Neville's article in

Witing Matters Issue 34 sent me scurrying to

my

bookshelves to unearth the two volumes of Blunt's
autobiography. The second volume, titled Slor.r., on the
Feather, chronicles his time at Eton College as the "Drawing
Master". It was while he was at Eton that he wrote his book
Suteet Roman Hand among other articles and books. By all
accounts, the writing of Suteet Roman Hand was prompted
by demands made . upon Blunt to improve the boys'
handwriting. As he points out, humorously, it was a
fruitless and thankless task and as he writes "In the end I
grew rather bored with italic: not with the script itself, but
with the preciosity of some of its exponents. The mere
mention of the word "Biro" was known to make them
shudder,n Bad writing", they were always saying," is bad
manners'; but bad English and worse spelling did not seem
to trouble them."

One

-

gf two

sample alphabets

- a mish-mash

oJ Gour,lie and other injucnccs

written with the same Kuretake marker we usedfor the +vorkshop.

Naturally I was worried how the workshop would turn out,
but I needn't have feared: with 20 enthusiastic participants,
progress was swift, and the workshop was a huge success.

He then continues with a very interesting point -"I felt that

a hand should be based on italic, but that if it did not
develop into something swift, spontaneous and personal
was valueless." He makes a further point to do with the

teaching of handwriting, which, no doubt, will be cause for
more debate in the climate of disdain, or otherwise, for the
computer and text messaging "Sometimes colleagues sent
me boys with appalling handwriting and a request that I
give them remedial treatment. Illegibility can be a result of
bad initial instruction, of a lack of interest or awareness, or
of sheer idleness...."
As the text progresses Blunt becomes more scathing, even
cynical about calligraphy in general - "Calligraphy", he

states, "like flower arranging, playing the recorder, as
craftwork of various kinds - provides harmless, therapeutic
pleasure for many not over-talented adults and "senior

ll/ith

some oJ my students,

all Engl;sh majors (graduatinB as teachers in June

2009) and budding calligraphers. (l am in thc middle.)

It was especially gratifying for me to observe our next
generation of teachers taking such a keen interest in
Western calligraphy. But quite whether this will translate
into a tropical Italic revival remains to be seen!
,€

Left:

Two happy participants. Nght: I demonstrated using two markers banded
together. By chance I discovered that having guidelines projected onto the marker board
allowed me to write and erase repeatedly without worrying about the lines disappeafing.

Local Groups News
SIH WEST SUSSEX
Chairman: David Tregear, 36 Henty Garderrs, Chichester,
West Sussex P019 3DL. Tel: O1243-53223t email:
tregeardavirl@hotmail. com
Secretary: Sandra Stansfield, 53, Ranelagh Crescent,
Ascot, Berks. SLS BLQ. 01344 8883962
Treasurer: Jane Gribbon, 34 Worcester Road, Chichester,
West Sussex PO19 8AP. Tel: 01242-788861

SIH HAMPSHIRE
Chairman: Rod Hoyle, i6 Mill Lane, Romsey SOSl 8EU.
Tel: O1794-515677
Secretary: Reg Nutting, Aldwin Cottage, 7 Patrick's Copse
Road, Liss, Hants. GU33 7EN. Tel: 01730-300779 D-mail:
aldwinjr@ntlworld. com

Treasurer: Diana Holdsworth, 2 Western Road, West End.
Southampton SO30 3EL. Tel: 02380-326852

SIH SOMERSET
Organiser: Rod Dixon, Moorsedge, Chedzoy, Bridgwater,
Somerset. TA7 SRB. Tel: oI278-451647.
No recent news received about the sroups.

For some, bcing able to produce their ov,n

ltalic writing was a revelation. IJntil my
got too large, at the end oJevery semester, as a pdrtinB g1ft, t used to give all
my students bookmarks with their names written in ltaljc or Copperplate.
classes

Notes from nickthenibs
WEssrrE

This is still being developed and taking longer than
expected so please bear with us!

SquenEs
I would like to publicly thank John Smith and Bill Woan for
designing Christmas squares for this issue. I have decided
to include both of them: John's on the cover and Bill's
inside. I have squares for the 2009 issues. Thank you.Anne
Liebenrood, Ken Bartlett and John Smith for your
contributions! Keep the squares coming in, please.... For
2010! When submitting, please make sure that your
artwork is in black ink on white paper otherwise it will not
reproduce successfully. The square should measure no
larger than 3Yz inches by 3% inches.

Now, here's something I didn't bargainJoi-: the calligraphy papatazd! Every time I
produced someJlowishes or aJaiily coPious amount oJ writing, cameras and camera
phones werc wh;pped

CHnrsrmRS CARDS & SqunnEs
Many thanks to Kathy Lacy and John Smith for sending me
some of their self-designed Christmas cards. Some did not
reproduce because they were in colour or on coloured paper
but I much appreciate your time and trouble all the same. I
have included two of my own designs. The one in the
centre pages was done in 1995.

out. Ah, the wonders oJ modern

technologsr.
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NExr Issur
Issue 36 will be published in March so let me have all
material by 15 February 2OO9, please. Remember that you
can send contributions via post or emaii.

I could write this well aJter a mere two hours' practice! Sontewhat steeP Pen
angle aside, trainec teachcr Ryan Choo's writing was hard tofault: I thought his x - a
letter I myselJhave problems with - was, in particular, beautrfully controlled.
IJ only
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the trouble to learn to touch type. Can it really be quicker
for them to type with two fingers than it is to write? I
wonder too if sales of the Thermos flask are down?
--3
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When we were children the world was our classroom,
everything seemed new. Unless our tastes, for art, food or
indeed anything worthwhile, are to be limited to how to
hold a crayon we have to continue to explore; newer, more
sophisticated tastes have to be acquired. In terms of Italic
handwriting this expanding of experience comes with the
comparison and careful study of hands both historic and
contemporary, and iearning the subtleties of Italic letter
forms as they appear under the pressures of speed. The
whole point of the Society, itself formed in the grey 'fifties,
is to show the delights that learning Italic can hold for
everyone, whatever age.

I remember a visit made with Ludwig Tan to see the late
Tom Gourdie at his home in Kirkcaldy one Christmas. On
the mantelpiece was the Christmas card he had sent to
his wife every year. It was the same card, every year. I
think he added a new message until the card was full and
then bought another and started again. Of course that's
easiest if you both live in the same house. And you save a
stamp too. Jokes about the thriftiness of Scots aside, it's
the independent thinking that is to be admired so. What
made every line of Tom's writing stand out - apart from all
the good ingredients of a good model, superb knowledge
and mastery over equipment - was his love of what he
was doing. A love of every letter, in every word he wrote.
And he never stopped exploring.

Just as exotic ingredients (heavy on carbon footprints,
though food miles are only part of the story) and high
prices do not necessarily produce a better meal than one
prepared using cheaper produce purchased from your
local supermarket, the best fountain pens, inks and paper
cannot,.regrettably, guarantee a good hand. It is the skill
- or the art, or craft, or whatever you want to call it - of
handwriting that must be acquired. And that can be done
very cheaply indeed and at home. You do not need to be a
professional cook to follow a recipe, and you do not need
to be a professional calligrapher to be able to write well.
Handwriting is a domestic art. By following the basic
principles laid out in the handwriting manuals of Alfred
Fairbank, Tom Gourdie, or our own Nancy Winters, you
could in a relatively short space of time acquire an
everyday Italic hand using whatever materials were
available to you.

In today's climate of economic uncertainty many
newspapers and magazines, knowing money-saving ideas

will attract readers, are publishing articles harking back
to the thrifty nineteen-fifties. Perhaps it was just post war
austerity Britain, but looking through writing manuals
published during that era there's a real sense of a

different culture, one where people expected to make their
own entertainment, rather than being entertained by
others (or by a machine), and were quite capable of
making things for themselves. There seem to be almost as
many card shops springing up as there are coffee shops
now. In restaurants even 'specials' boards are computer
generated (though the font used is invariably one that
mimics cursive handwriting, to try to retain, I suppose,
some suggestion of spontaneity and the daily freshness of
the choices).
Can it just be a question of time? We are always being
told the pace of life is quicker today, though it seems
there is always time to watch TV if not to attend a concert
or visit an art gallery. A quick glance around the surfers
in an internet cafe shows that surprisingly few have taken

William Woan

A Word from the New Chair:
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Christmas Square by John Smith

Everyone writes. Millions of us do it every day, even if it's
just a shopping list or a telephone message that weVe

taken down in a hurry. How many people actually enjoy
writing or are good at it is a different matter entirely. And
yet almost everybody could write well if they wished, and
most people are able to recognise and appreciate good
handwriting when they see it - a faculty undiminished it
seems by the growing pre-eminence of the computer being
used for even the most personal of communicaticns.
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There is a basic human need to communicate, as there is
a basic human need to eat. Like the gap between what we
cook for ourselves at home and what we eat when we're
out at a good restaurant, fine handwriting can seem
beyond the reach of most of us. We content ourselves, as
in our cooking, with satisfying the basic need and rarely
seek more. Occasionally, when having a dinner party for
example, we may follow a recipe in a book and be a little
more adventurous. Similarly, a card on a special occasion
may be penned in a more careful hand than usual,
perhaps even in imitation of some calligraphic model
chanced at in a book.

The approaches to teaching good handwriting are as
varied as those applied to good cooking (what a shame
I,en Deighton of The lpcress File fame, didn't pen an
Action Handtuiting Book as well as an Action Cookbook.
One thing handwriting hasn't been seen as - except in the
occasional novel - is sexy). There are books which present
@ The SocietyJor ltalic Handwriting 2008
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handwriting as an art, a craft, a skill, and sometimes even
a science. As with cooking it is really a combination of all
of these things, with more than a little imagination
thrown in.
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